Novartis

74! The number of medical device and combination product projects in Novartis. Without
a safe, user friendly, high-quality drug delivery system our patients cannot take their
medicine. The Analytics & Testing team needs you to ensure that the syringes, pens,
autoinjectors or smart connected systems in our development fulfill the highest customer
expectations. You will achieve this embedded in a team of experts by conducting various
functional tests in our Schaftenau Device Testing Laboratory.

Drug Delivery Device Testing Lab Analyst (m/f/d), 80-100%,
Device Development, Schaftenau, Österreich
Your Responsibilities
 Laboratory functional testing of medical devices and drug combination products, spanning from vials and
syringes, to pens, autoinjectors and smart connected devices
 Measuring key parameters like forces, injection times, dose accuracy, device physical dimensions, weights,
sound characterizations
 Plan, perform, and document testing in areas like product characterization, design verification, method
development and validation, or participating in root cause investigations for complaints or OOx
 Prepare, review and generate test reports
 Evaluate, select and support / lead of qualification of analytical equipment, preparation of qualification
documents
 Reviewer of lab related SOPs, test methods, method validation and transfer documents, test protocols and
reports
What you’ll bring to the role
 Completed apprenticeship as laboratory technician, process technician or completed technical school (HTL)
 Several years of experience working in a laboratory, preferably in medical device or pharmaceutical area is an
advantage
 Strong interest in the multidisciplinary area of medical devices and combination products
 Good command of computer knowledge, adequate knowledge of software and computer tools
 Good skills in English, German language skills advantageous

In addition to a market-competitive base salary, we offer an attractive incentive program, a modern company
pension scheme, childcare facilities, learning and development options as well as worldwide career opportunities
within the Novartis group. In accordance with Austrian law, we are obliged to disclose the minimum salary as
stated in the collective bargaining agreement. For this position the minimum salary is € 37.016,14 / year (on a full
time basis). We also offer a potential market oriented excess payment in line with your experience and
qualifications.
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